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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we address the problem of delay attacks on radio frequency time of arrival (ToA) secure ranging. In secure
ranging, two mutually trusted devices try to determine their
distance in the presence of an attacker. A delay attack consists of delaying the ranging messages exchanged between
the devices, resulting in an increase of the measured message
arrival times and thus in an increase of the measured distance. In this work, we propose the first secure ranging protocol that enables the detection of delay attacks on ranging.
This protocol therefore enables two trusted devices to obtain
a secure estimate of their mutual distance; existing solutions
enabled the devices only to obtain an upper bound on their
mutual distance. We further discuss possible implementations of our secure ranging protocol using Ultra-Wide-Band
radio technology. Finally, we introduce and formally define
the notion of message temporal integrity, a message security
property which relates to message delay and advancement.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In this work, we address the problem of secure ranging between two trusted devices in time-of-arrival systems. Secure
ranging enables devices to measure their mutual distance,
such that the measured distance corresponds to their actual
physical distance (within the ranging system accuracy) and
is not affected by the attacker. This mutual distance can be
used e.g. to compute one’s correct position by using localization algorithms [17, 41]. This makes secure ranging relevant in systems and applications which critically rely on
correct localization information and have no other conventional localization system such as GPS or WLAN localization; such conventional systems are also often susceptible to
manipulation attacks [42, 35]. Examples of such systems include vehicular networks, sensor networks, and networks of
mobile robots [13, 12, 4] which use locations for tasks such
as navigation, routing, and data harvesting.
Over the last years, several protocols have emerged that
solve different subproblems of secure ranging, depending on
the trust between the participating parties. If the devices are
not mutually trusting, devices assume different roles: one
assumes the role of a verifier (trusted device) and the other
device assumes the role of the prover (untrusted device). In

this scenario, the verifier can have three security goals: to
securely obtain the distance to the prover, an upper-bound
on its distance to the prover or a lower-bound on its distance
to the prover. In time-of-arrival systems, obtaining the actual
distance to the prover or its lower-bound is inherently difficult since the prover can easily delay its ranging messages.
However, it has been shown that it is possible for the verifier to obtain an upper-bound on its distance to the prover;
the protocols that achieve this are commonly referred to as
distance-bounding protocols [6, 7, 11, 32, 36, 25, 21, 40]. In
the scenario in which the devices are mutually trusting, the
devices again have the same three possible goals: to obtain a
range, an upper-bound or a lower bound. In [41], a trusting
distance bounding protocol is presented to obtain an upperbound on the distance of the devices; this protocol is referred
to as authenticated ranging protocol. Different secure ranging goals and scenarios are summarized in Table 1.
In this work, we address the following problem: How
can two mutually trusted devices obtain a correct estimate
of their physical distance in the presence of an attacker?
The solution that we will propose inherently also contains
a solution to the distance lower-bounding problem. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first protocol that enables
secure ranging (and not only distance bounding) of mutually
trusted devices. Our protocol consists of two components:
one based on randomized ranging messages, which prevents
message advancement (distance reduction) attacks, and the
other one based on special message encoding, which enables
the detection of message delay (distance enlargement) attacks.
Following our secure ranging protocol, we introduce the
notion of Message Temporal Integrity and formally define
it as a message property which is preserved if the message
is neither advanced nor delayed in its transmission over the
communication channel.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review some of the most relevant attacks on localization
systems. In Section 3, we describe our secure ranging protocol, and analyze its security in 4. In Section 5, we define
Message Temporal Integrity as a general notion and present
the Message Temporal Integrity Protocol. Section 6 covers
related work and we conclude the paper in Section 7.

Trust
Mutual
No trust

Upper bound
Authent. rang. [41]
Distance bound. [6]

Lower bound Distance
Our proposal
No known protocols

Table 1: Secure ranging goals and protocols that achieve
them. Distance bounding protocols yield an upper bound
between untrusting devices and authenticated ranging
protocols between mutually trusting devices. Until now,
no protocols have been proposed which enable the measurement of a lower bound or of a secure distance between either trusting or untrusting devices. Our protocol
will provide an upper and lower bound, and therefore a
distance, for mutually trusting devices.

2.

(a)
Time-ofArrival ranging.

(b) Advancement
attack.

(c) Delay attack.

Figure 1: (a) A simple ranging protocol: A sends c, B
replies with r after tδ . (b) The guessing-based advancement attack: The attacker M intercepts c sent from A to
B. M now guesses r and replies earlier to A. The round
trip time will be αM shorter than the expected propagation times. (c) The message delay attack: The attacker
M intercepts a message (e.g. c sent from A to B) and
replays it δM time later. B’s reply will then arrive later
than expected at A.

MESSAGE ADVANCEMENT AND DELAY
ATTACKS

In this section, we discuss attacks whose aim is to advance
or delay messages exchanged between two trusted devices
and therefore to reduce or increase, respectively, the distance
measured by these devices. We will show that current protocols can efficiently prevent message advancement attacks
aiming to reduce distances, but do not prevent message delay attacks. In our analysis, we will therefore focus on the
message delay attacks. We start by introducing our system
and attacker model.

2.2 Attacker Model
We adopt the following attacker model, which we will use
throughout the paper. The goal of the attacker M is to delay or advance the delivery of messages. This attack can
be useful in protocols in which the exact time of arrival is
used to measure distances (e.g. secure ranging protocols)
or to synchronize clocks. We assume that M cannot obtain
the secret key shared between A and B. We do not specifically address side-channel information leaks in the analysis;
trusted devices are assumed not to leak information. Finally,
we consider the cryptographic primitives being used in this
work to be secure, e.g. no attacks better than brute force
exist to decrypt without the correct key, and the attacker is
computationally bounded.
We assume that the attacker M controls the communication channel in the sense that she can eavesdrop messages
and modify transmitted messages by adding her own messages to the channel. We further assume that the attacker
cannot trivially disable the communication channel (e.g., by
using a Faraday cage to block the propagation of radio signals) between A and B. The attacker can add signals to the
channel (e.g., jam the transmission and in that way prevent
the reception of the information contained in the original
message). However, the receiver will still receive the message from the sender, superimposed by the attacker’s signals.
We assume that message relaying and insertion incurs a nonnegligible processing delay δ for the attacker. As we will
show in Section 4, the attacker is thus unable to reactively
annihilate unpredictable signals, but can modify or annihilate the signals whose shape it can predict. In addition, we
assume that the attacker cannot transmit messages at a speed
higher than the speed of light.

2.1 System Model
We address the following scenario: two (honest) entities
A and B mutually trust each other and would like to determine their respective distance. Whenever we speak of the
security of a given protocol, we implicitly assume that the
entities involved in the protocol are not compromised and
correctly follow the protocol. We do assume that the entities
know public protocol parameters and either share a secret
key or hold each others’ authentic public keys. Finally, we
assume that A and B do not know if they reside in each
others’ communication power range, i.e., if they can communicate directly.
To determine their mutual distance, A and B run a ranging protocol. A conventional non-secure ranging protocol,
in which device A wants to measure the distance to the device B operates as follows (Figure 1(a)). To measure the
distance, A starts a local clock at time t1 and sends a challenge c to B; c contains the IDs of A and B, and the ranging
command. Upon receipt of c, B starts a local high precision clock at t2 and prepares a reply message r, which contains both IDs, the response command, and the the processing time tδ = t3 − t2 between receipt of c and transmission
of r at t3 . When A gets r at t4 , it will stop its local clock to
obtain the total runtime of the exchange tt = t4 − t1 . A is
then able to compute the propagation time of one signal by
subtracting the local processing time of B and dividing by
δ
two, tp = tt −t
2 . Multiplying tp with the propagation speed
v (approximately speed of light) yields the distance between
A and B: dAB = tp v.
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2.3 Attacks on Distance Measurement
Protocols
Message advancement attacks can be easily performed on
the distance measurement protocol that is described in Section 2.1 if the reply message r is known to the attacker before the sender transmits it. If this is the case, in order to
advance the message, the attacker simply needs to transmit
it before the sender does (Figure 1(b)), and then jam the
senders’ message if the receiver is in the power range of the
sender. If the sender and the receiver are not in each others’
range, the attacker does not need to jam the sender’s message since the message would never reach the destination.
It might seem odd that the sender would try to send a message to the receiver if it does not know whether the receiver
is in its range. However, the sender might believe that the
receiver is in its range, while it is not, if the attacker created
a wormhole between the two devices [15] and uses it to control the communication between the two devices. Another
way to perform a message advancement attack is to speed
up the transmission time of the message; this is not possible
if the messages are transmitted using radio signals and travel
at the speed of light.
The key to preventing message advancement attacks is to
make both c and r at least partially unpredictable for the attacker. An example would be the inclusion of previously
shared nonces Nc and Nr in both c and r for authentication.
In such an authenticated scenario, the attacker has to guess
the nonce to correctly advance either c or r, which she can
do with a chance of 2−|Nc | and 2−|Nr | , respectively. The
authenticated ranging protocol in [41] is based on this approach.
Message delay attacks can be considered in two scenarios.
In the first one, the communicating parties are in each others’ range. In the second scenario, they are not (but e.g.,
believe that they are, as a result of a wormhole attack). The
latter scenario is the most favorable for the attacker in the
sense that she can simply record the message from one device and relay it with a delay to the other node. As we
show later on, this attack can be prevented using secure ranging protocols, which will enable the devices to measure an
upper-bound on their mutual distance and deduce if they are
in each others’ range. This attack as well as the notions of
communication and physical neighborhood were previously
discussed in [23]. The message delay attack is illustrated in
Figure 1(c). To the best of our knowledge, except for the
protocol that we propose in this work, there are no existing
protocols that can successfully detect or prevent message delay attacks on ranging protocols.

3.

Figure 2: The Delay Evident Secure Ranging protocol:
in the initialization phase, A sends a fresh nonce r to
B, encrypted using a shared key k. B replies with an
encrypted fresh nonce c. To transmit the subsequent
messages c and r, A and B use our special modulation
scheme as explained in Section 3.2. In the ranging phase,
B starts listening on the channel, recording the first (even
incomplete) message c′ it receives. A sends c and starts
itself listening for any reply r′ . Upon reception of c′ = c,
B sends the reply r after a constant delay tproc . If A receives r′ = r, it computes the distance dAB to B. The
protocol was successful iff c′ = c, r′ = r, and dAB ≤ the
communication range of A and B.
tocols prevent an attacker from reducing the measured distance by relying on authentication of the ranging challenges
and replies, but not from increasing the distance using message delays. In this section, we will present a Delay Evident
Secure Ranging (DESR) protocol, which allows the devices
to measure securely both the lower- and the upper-bound of
their mutual distance. This protocol therefore enables the
devices to measure securely their physical distances. This
protocol can serve as a basis for secure localization and can
equally be adapted for precise secure time synchronization
(see Section 5).
Our protocol is shown in Figure 2, it consists of two phases:
the initialization phase and the measurement phase.

3.1 Initialization Phase
During the initialization phase, device A contacts device
B in order to initiate secure ranging. Here, we assume that
A and B share a secret key, which they use to authenticate
and encrypt their communication when needed.
Using this key, A generates and encrypts a nonce r of
length lr and sends it to B. B replies to A with a fresh nonce
c of length lc , again encrypted using k. Both nonces are used
to ensure message freshness in the following ranging phase.

SECURE RANGING

3.2 Ranging Phase

Until now, the goal of secure ranging protocols [6, 41] was
to provide a secure upper distance bound between the mutually trusted verifier and prover. This is achieved by measuring the round trip time of challenges sent by one of the nodes
and the corresponding replies by the other node. These pro-

All communication in the ranging phase is based on a special modulation, which will now be described in detail (see
Figure 3). The modulation scheme resembles traditional Onoff keying with single very short UWB pulses (e.g. 2ns pulse
3

length and 106 symbols per second on devices like [33]). To
send a binary sequence, for every One, a pulse is sent, and
for every Zero no pulse is sent. To detect the message, the receiver will integrate signals in the communication frequency
band over a time window with length equal to the pulse rate.
If the total energy in this integration window is above a certain threshold, the signal is decoded as one, otherwise as
zero. This threshold depends only on the expected signal
strength of the UWB pulses used to communicate and not on
the noise level on the channel. On-Off keying schemes are
commonly being used in existing Ultra-Wide-Band ranging
devices, which also provide the nanosecond precision, that
is required by RF-ranging protocols [33]. To protect against
delay attacks on our system, the receiver of a message does
not only attempt to detect correct packets on the channel,
but also incomplete messages, single pulses and any signals within its operating frequency band, regardless of their
shape. For this, the receiver of a message in the ranging
phase will listen for the message continuously, until either
(1) the expected message was successfully received, or (2)
any other sequence of pulses was detected.
We will now explain the ranging phase step-by-step:

Figure 3: The challenges and replies in the secure ranging protocol are transmitted using a variant of on-off
keying.
parties, will they accept the result, otherwise they will either
restart the protocol or assume the presence of an attacker. If
the ranging phase was aborted during its execution, both parties can agree to repeat it using a new challenge c and reply
r, or simply assume the presence of an attacker and abort the
protocol.

4. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the security of our protocol. In
particular, we will discuss attacks aiming to delay the challenge or response on the channel. We will show that message advancement attacks on our protocol are prevented using cryptographic primitives and that message delay attacks
are effectively prevented due to the message encoding and
modulation used to transmit protocol messages. Some of
these attacks were already discussed in other contexts [39,
1, 2]. We will also show how the prerequisite of the communicating partner’s proximity (presence in each others’ range)
is verified in our protocol.
This analysis uses the attacker model as defined in Section 2.2. In particular, the goal of the attacker is to shorten
or lengthen the measured distance between A and B.

1. In the initialization phase, A sends its initial message
to B. B responds to A, and starts listening on the channel immediately afterwards, awaiting the challenge c
from A.
2. A sends c using our modulation scheme and starts a
local high precision clock.
3. Immediately after sending c, A also starts to listen on
the channel itself for r.
4. B receives c′

4.1 Message Advancement

5. If c′ = c, B replies with r after tproc , otherwise B
aborts the protocol.

We will now show how we can ensure that neither the
challenge nor the reply message can be advanced by the attacker. Given that A and B are mutually trusted, the messages have not been sent too early by the devices. To advance
the challenge or reply on the channel, the attacker could try
to guess the content of the messages, and send the message
earlier. Therefore, advancing either the challenge or the reply by guessing can be done with probability 2−|c| and 2−|r| ,
respectively. In the case the message was guessed correctly,
we assume that the erasure of the following original message
is automatically successful for the attacker, if this should be
necessary.
Another way of advancing a message on the communication channel would be to use a faster communication channel
and use a wormhole to get the message to the receiver faster
than intended. This attack was demonstrated on ultrasonic
ranging systems using a radio wormhole [29]. This attack is
not possible in our scheme, since we assume that the devices
use radio frequency technology to communicate. As radio
waves propagate with a constant speed which is close to the
speed of light v, the attacker cannot transmit the messages

6. A receives r′ and stops its local clock.
7. If r′ = r, A computes the round trip time passed between the transmission of c and the reception of r.
Based on this time, the distance between A and B can
be computed. If this distance is smaller than the maximal (conservative) communication range of A and B,
both parties consider the distance measurement successful.
8. In any other case, A and B consider this distance measurement as failed.
In detail, the distance between both parties can be comt −t −t
puted as dAB = r s2 proc · v, where ts and tr are the
sending time of c and the reception time of r, respectively;
tproc is the constant or known processing time at B and v
is the constant propagation time of radio signals (approximately the speed of light). Only if the measured distance
dAB is less than the maximum communication range of both
4

(a) Overshadowing

(b) Destructive interference

Figure 4: (a) Overshadowing of two sine waves: the original signal (solid blue) is overshadowed by another signal (dashed red) with different phase. At the receiver,
the original message looks like noise on a strong signal
(dotted black). (b) Destructive interference of two sine
waves: the original signal (solid blue) is superposed by an
echo signal (dashed red), shifted by π radians and 90% of
its amplitude. The resulting received signal is attenuated
to 10% of the original signal (dotted black).
faster.

Figure 5: Naive overshadowing attacks: The upper signals are 10011010 encoded using On-Off Keying. An attacker trying to replay this message while it is still being transmitted will cause a collision, yielding an invalid
message.
ulation scheme, this attempt will result in a decoding error at
the receiver. Therefore, the attacker has to erase the signals
for the original message first in order to replay the original
message, just like in the jamming case as discussed above.

4.2 Message Delay
We will now show how we can ensure that the c and r
have not been delayed on the channel on the way from the
sender to the receiver. This analysis is valid only if A and B
are in each other’s communication range (see Section 4.3);
if they are not, the protocol is aborted. This proximity forces
the attacker to prevent the reception of the original message
at the receiver in order to replay it later for a delay attack.
We will now discuss different methods to prevent the reception of the original message, and conclude with a discussion of message manipulation attacks.

4.2.2 Signal Annihilation
A more subtle attack is to prevent the reception of the original message is to construct an annihilation (canceling) signal based on destructive signal interference. This is a wellknown problem in communications and it sometimes occurs
unintentionally in multipath environments [24]: objects in
the environment of the sender or receiver reflect radio waves,
which in effect add as correlated noise to the received signal.
Due to the increased propagation path, a phase shift of the
original signal occurs. In some cases, this will lead to a serious signal degradation at the receiver, e.g. if the phase shift
is around 180 degrees or π radians, the reflected signal will
superimpose the original signal and significantly attenuate
the strength of the original signal (Figure 4(b)).
Following the same principle, the attacker can artificially
create such interference to attenuate or erase signals from the
channel at the receiver’s location. In our security model, we
consider a strong attacker who is always able to erase signals
from the channel, if she knows or can predict these signals
in advance. Nevertheless, in the case of our DESR protocol, both c and r are nonces unknown to the attacker. We
will now discuss in more detail attacks attempting to erase
unknown messages from the channel, and why we consider
them infeasible.
To erase a message of unknown content, in addition to
matching the signal baseband’s frequency and phase, most
important the destructive signal sent by the attacker has to
match the carrier’s frequency and phase. This can be done in
two ways: by analyzing the received signal and sending out
an own countersignal (demodulating attacker), or by simply delaying and re-sending the received signal (repeating
attacker). We will now discuss each of these and then discuss the impact of the attacker’s position.
Demodulating attacker: An attacker who demodulates the
signal will try to obtain the current symbol’s information

4.2.1 Effects of Noisy Jamming and Overshadowing
A simple attack to prevent a receiver from hearing a message on the channel is to send a second, stronger signal. This
stronger signal will add to the legitimate signal from the
original sender and overshadow it (Figure 4(a)). The content of the added signal can range from random noise in the
target band to fully modulated and coded messages. Typical
radio hardware will drop malformed messages and ignore
messages which are not intended for that recipient, higher
level protocols will therefore not be able to detect this attack
but will decode the message contained in the stronger signal.
In our protocol, using the proposed on/off keying based
modulation scheme, an attack using high levels of noise or
other signals can be trivially detected. This follows from
the observation that such a jamming attack will lead to constant high signal values, which will be decoded as ones at
the receiver. Therefore, the data content of the message is
changed, which will be detected. This forces the attacker to
perform more subtle jamming attacks, such as signal annihilation, which will be discussed in Section 4.2.2. For this
reason, we will only consider these more advanced jamming
attacks in the remainder of the paper.
The same is true for naı̈ve overshadowing attacks, in which
the attacker simply replays the original message with a small
delay and at a higher gain is shown in Figure 5. In our mod5

Normalized total energy received

the distance between A and B, and δ is the attacker’s processing time to react to the signal. The maximal processing delay depends on the target attenuation and the attacker
type, e.g. 50% attenuation by a demodulating attacker yields
d
d
δmax = 2p , while for a repeating attacker δmax ≈ 4p (dp is
the length of the symbol).
Even if we assume an ideal attacker with δ = 0, the attacker is still restricted to an area very close to the signal
path. For example, if dp = 2ns, then the following has to be
true for the attacker’s location:
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Figure 6: Remaining energy at the receiver in a destructive interference attack: if the original signal is replayed
with the correct delay, the signal at the receiver is attenuated. To achieve an attenuation to less than 50% of the
original received squared signal strength, the delay can
be maximal a quarter of the symbol duration, which is
equivalent to 2.5 carrier frequency periods in this example.
before it is completely transmitted, and then start a corresponding counter signal to prevent the remaining part from
arriving at the receiver. Assuming that the attacker’s goal
is to attenuate the signal by at least 50%, she will have at
most half of the symbol’s duration to demodulate the incoming signal and start her own transmission. This assumes that
the attacker is positioned colinear with both sender and receiver. We will discuss the influence of non-optimal positioning later.
Repeating attacker: Another attack is the following: the attacker M picks up all signals in the target band of the channel and replays them with a certain delay. In order to maximise the attenuation, this delay can be either half the wavelength λc of the carrier, or (n+ 0.5)λc , n ∈ N, if the attacker
is positioned colinear with the sender and the receiver. If the
attacker is not colinear with the sender and the receiver, the
additional propagation delay of the cancelling signal has to
be taken into account. We have simulated such signal cancellations and found that the maximum delay available to M in
this scenario is approximately a quarter of the symbol length
dp . This result can be obtained by computing the total energy of the original and cancelling signal with respect to the
phase shift, Figure 6 shows an example of such a result for
a baseband wavelength λb = 2000 and a carrier wavelength
λc = 100. In this case, a maximal phase shift of 25% symbol length will still attenuate the total signal power to 40%,
any more delay will leave more than 50% of the energy on
the channel.
Attacker’s Position: In the case that M is not colinear with
A and B, the signals by the attacker will be delayed additionally . This delay is directly reducing the attacker’s time
to react to a signal on the channel. For both demodulating
and replaying attackers, the following inequality must hold:

Summary on message erasure: We conclude from our analysis that the erasure of signals predictable for the attacker is
possible using the methods discussed. Nevertheless, these
attacks are much more difficult if the signals cannot be predicted reliably, especially if only short symbols are used in
the communication. Therefore, to be able to attack our secure ranging system, the attacker has to guess the content of
c or r in advance in order to successfully erase them, with
the chance of a successful guess as discussed in Section 4.1.
Only then, the attacker will be able to match the legitimate
signal’s carrier frequency and phase.

4.3 Communication Proximity Verification
As mentioned in Section 4.2, in order to make sure that the
signals between them were not delayed, the devices need to
be able to verify if they reside in each others’ direct communication range. Only in this scenario unsuccessful message
erasures at the destination will be detected at the receiver.
We will now explain why the attacker cannot convince the
devices that they are in direct communication range, if they
are not. If both parties are not in direct communication range
and the signals are instead forwarded by M, she will be
able to delay the communication, and thus enlarge the measured distance. However, the attacker is not able to reduce
the measured distance. It therefore suffices that the devices
compare their measured distance to their nominal communications range. Note that the devices are mutually trusted
and can thus share information about their radio antennas
etc., based on which they can estimate their mutual communications range. Only if the result of the range measurement
shows that both devices can directly communicate, the result of the protocol will be used, and then the parties will be
sure that the measured distance is their exact distance, and
was not enlarged by the attacker. Notice that the protection
against distance shortening attack (message advancement)
does not rely on the devices being in each others’ ranges.

4.4 Replay Attacks
Our protocol protects B from replay attacks by M by relying on the freshness of c and r. If M replays A’s initialization message, B will respond with an encrypted nonce,
which M cannot decipher. Therefore, M cannot send the

dAB
dAM + dMB
+δ ≤
+ δmax
v
v
In this inequality, v is the signal propagation speed, dAB is
6

correct c to initiate the ranging. Likewise, M cannot impersonate B by replaying a previous response to the initialization message, because M does not know the current r to
reply in the ranging phase.

temporal integrity of their protocol messages (signals) are
protected [16, 41]. Although the notion of time is important and can be crucial in a number of other, more traditional security protocols (e.g., authentication and key establishment [5]), what is particular to localization and ranging
protocols, is the requirement that the attacker cannot manipulate the message reception time. Whereas many security protocols can tolerate arbitrary message delays, and are
proven to be secure against such attacks under the Dolev-Yao
model [8], ranging protocols cannot tolerate message delays.
If the attacker introduces a one nanosecond delay in the delivery of a message, this delay will change the measured distance by 30 cm. Due to the importance of device locations
when nanosecond message delay attacks are considered, the
detection of these attacks requires a more complex approach
than the detection of longer delays (≥ µseconds).
In this section we generalize the solution proposed in Section 3 and define the notion of Message Temporal Integrity.
We say that the temporal integrity of the message exchanged
between two parties is preserved, if the message is neither
advanced nor delayed in its transmission over the communication channel. Existing research has addressed message
temporal integrity only partially. In recent years a number
of protocols were proposed that only protect the communication against message advancement attacks [15, 28, 29,
41]; however, there are no solutions in the open literature
that fully protect the communication from message delay
attacks. The solutions proposed so far enable detection of
message delay attacks only if those delays are long (these
solutions were discussed in the context of time synchronization in [10, 19, 34]). However, until now no solutions exist
that enable the detection of delay attacks if those delays are
in the order of nanoseconds.

4.5 Discussion on Modulation and Other
Physical Layer Attacks
The modulation scheme we proposed in Section 3.2 was
chosen because it resembles UWB based on-off keying already used in the context of insecure range measurements [33].
Therefore, our proposed changes do not require fundamental
changes to the radio hardware. We expect that other modulation schemes can be found which would also be suited for
a secure ranging system. The only basic requirement for
such a modulation scheme is the prevention of full message
erasure by the attacker. In particular, the area of jamming
resistant communication promises to provide such solutions.
Several of the attacks proposed on wireless distance measurements so far assume an untrusted, potentially malicious
prover. In [7], guessing-based early-reply attacks are discussed in which the malicious prover tries to reply prematurely to challenges by the verifier, or starts sending the preamble before the complete challenge has been received. Both
attacks are not applicable in our scenario, in which we trust
the prover to behave correctly. In addition, our use of very
short UWB signals mitigates the impact of single symbol
advancement attacks by a third party. As the typical gain of
these attacks is a fraction of the symbol length, in our case
this attack would have a maximal gain in the order of a few
nanoseconds.

4.6 Analysis Summary
As detailed in Section 2, the only chance for an attacker to
delay a message unknown to the attacker is to erase it from
the channel using destructive interference and to replay it
later. According to our earlier analysis in Section 4.2.2, this
erasure will only be successful with a probability of 2−lc
and 2−lr , respectively, because the whole message has to be
guessed correctly to erase it. Furthermore, if the attacker
plans to only modify the content of a message unpredictable
to her in advance, e.g. by using signal superposition, this
problem is as hard as message erasure (which is, in fact, a
modification of all Ones in the original message to Zero).
In summary, we can conclude that the attacker has at best a
chance of 2− min(lc ,lr ) to manipulate the outcome of a single
round of ranging.

5.

5.1 Message Temporal Integrity
We define Message Temporal Integrity more precisely as
follows.
D EFINITION 1. The temporal integrity of a message m
sent at time ts is entirely preserved iff its propagation time
t′p = t′r − ts from the sender to the receiver is equal, within
a specified accuracy, to the propagation time tp = tr − ts of
the same message, if the message would be sent at the same
time ts , and would propagate from the sender to the receiver
unaffected by the adversary. Here, tr is the time at which the
message arrives at the receiver.
This definition states that if the message temporal integrity
is preserved, the message propagated on the channel unaffected by the attacker; i.e., the attacker did neither advance
nor delay the message. Following Definition 1, we further
define two additional notions: Upper-Bound and Lower-Bound
Message Temporal Integrity. These notions are defined in
the same way as Message Temporal Integrity, except that the
condition that t′p = tp in Definition 1 is modified, in the case
of Upper-Bound Message Temporal Integrity to t′p ≥ tp , and
in the case of Lower-Bound Temporal Integrity to t′p ≤ tp .

MESSAGE TEMPORAL INTEGRITY

Unlike data communication systems, localization and ranging systems are focused on time measurements, not on data
exchange. Ranging systems base their operation primarily
on the measurements of the propagation of signals (i.e., on
signal time-of-flight). To operate in adversarial settings, localization and ranging protocols therefore require that both
the data integrity and physical characteristics such as the
7

This simply means that the Upper-Bound Message Temporal Integrity is preserved if the message is not advanced, but
could have been delayed. Similarly, the Lower-Bound Message Temporal Integrity is preserved if the message is not delayed but could have been advanced. Examples of protocols
that achieve Upper-Bound Temporal Integrity are existing
secure ranging [41, 3] and distance-bounding protocols [6,
7, 11, 22, 32, 36, 25, 21, 40], which prevent the attacker
from advancing the message by simply making the message
unpredictable for the attacker. However, in those protocols
the attacker can delay the message once it has been transmitted.
The verification of the message temporal integrity assumes
that the communicating devices are able to accurately measure propagation times of the messages that they exchange.
However, these propagation times are very short, usually in
the order of nanoseconds (e.g., if the devices are 100m distant, the propagation time of the message between the sender
and the receiver will be approx. 330 ns). Today, a number
of devices, mainly those designed for ranging and localization applications, are able to measure message (signal) arrival times with such precision; examples include devices
that use Ultra-Wide-Band radios [33]. However, in a number
of other platforms (e.g., those based on 802.11 standards),
the applications do not have access to precise signal acquisition times, and they cannot measure the message propagation times. Instead, these devices will be only able to measure the time interval that passed from the time at which the
operating system handed the message to the sender’s radio,
till the time at which the receiver’s radio passed the message to the receiver’s operating system. We call this time
interval the message transmission time and we denote it by
tt . For 802.11 based platforms, tt is usually in the order of
microseconds.
Given this, we refine our definition of message temporal integrity and we introduce a notion of a Loose and Tight
Message Temporal Integrity, respectively. We say that the
message temporal integrity is tight, if it refers to the message propagation time tp . We say that the message temporal
integrity is loose, if it refers to the message transmission time
tt , which consists of tp and other contributing factors such
as the medium based access and message transmission times.
Tight and loose upper and lower bound message integrity is
defined analogously.

Figure 7: The Loose Message Temporal Integrity Protocol: A requests a loose temporal integrity verifiable message from B by sending a nonce NA and its name. B then
replies with a MAC-secured message containing the data
m, the participating parties, the nonce NA , and the processing time t3 − t2 . A can now verify if the transmission
time t′t was as expected tt with µs precision.
following: (1) message advancement attacks are prevented
by making parts of the exchanged messages unpredictable
to the attacker; and (2) message delay attacks are detected
by comparing the measured round-trip transmission time t′t
with the expected round-trip transmission time tt .
We assume that before the protocol execution, the parties
share a secret key k. The protocol is started by A, which
transmits a freshly generated nonce; this nonce is unpredictable for the attacker. Upon receiving the nonce, B computes a message authentication code (MAC) over this nonce
and over the message that it intends to send, using the key k,
and transmits the computed MAC, along with the message
back to A. Upon reception of the reply from B, A measures
the round-trip message transmission time (t2 −t1 )+(t4 −t3 ),
as a difference between the time at which it received the reply from B and the time at which it transmitted NA . Based
on this time, A computes the measured message transmission time t′t . Finally, to verify the temporal integrity of m,
A verifies the received MAC, and compares the measured
transmission time t′t with the expected (maximal) message
transmission time tt . Here, tt can be generously defined, to
allow for the measurement variability of t′t . If t′t ≤ tt , A
concludes that the temporal integrity of m was not violated.

5.3 Problem Statement: Preserving Tight Message Temporal Integrity

5.2 Preserving Loose Message Temporal
Integrity
In this section we show how the devices can, using a simple challenge-response protocol, verify the loose temporal
integrity of their messages. This can be achieved by a challengeresponse protocol that we show in Figure 7; this protocol is a
variant of the protocol proposed in the context of secure time
synchronization in [10, 19, 34]. The protocol enables the
device A to verify the loose temporal integrity of the message m sent from another entity B. This is achieved by the
8

In the previous section, we showed that, using a simple
protocol, devices can easily verify the loose temporal integrity of the messages that they exchange. In this section,
we show why a similar approach cannot be used to verify the
tight message temporal integrity.
Figure 7 shows that the loose temporal integrity of messages can be easily verified when the message transmission
time can be measured or estimated. The same protocols can
be used to verify tight message temporal integrity, assuming that the expected message propagation time tp is known.

is to verify the tight temporal integrity of a message m sent
from B to A. The protocol unfolds as follows (Figure 8): A
requests a message m from B by transmitting a nonce NA
encrypted with a shared key k. Upon sending the nonce,
A actively listens on the channel for a predefined time tNA .
If within that time, A does not receive the reply from B, it
aborts the protocol (or restarts it with a fresh nonce).
Upon receiving the nonce, B sends back a reply containing the same nonce NA , the message m and a message authentication code (MAC) constructed using k to protect message data integrity. Like the challenges and replies of the
secure ranging protocol (DESR), this reply is specially encoded on the physical layer using on-off keying.
Upon reception of this reply, A verifies that (1) during
tNA and prior to the arrival of the message, there were no
other signals (messages) on the channel, decodeable or garbled (2) the MAC corresponds to the message and to NA ,(3)
the transmission contains NA which corresponds with this
protocol run, (4) the transmission was received before tNA
elapsed, and (5) A knows that it is in the power range of
B. If all five conditions are met, A concludes that the tight
temporal integrity of m was not violated.
The main intuition why the temporal integrity of the message can be verified is the same as in the secure ranging case
(Section 4), and will be discussed in more detail in the following security analysis.
The MTIP works under the assumption of presence awareness, that is, that A will accept that B’s message preserved
its temporal integrity only if it knows that during the protocol execution, A was in B’s power range. This condition can
be validated right before the MTIP is run, by having A and
B run a secure ranging protocol.

Figure 8: The Message Temporal Integrity Protocol: A
requests m, the message to be secured, by sending an
encrypted nonce NA to B. After sending this request,
A starts to listen to any signal s on the channel. Upon
reception of the nonce, B replies with a message constructed using NA , m and k. When A receives a message s, she verifies the temporal integrity by checking
the listed 5 conditions. In this check, tNA is the maximum round trip time for the message exchange, and δNA
the actual round trip time measured by A.
However, unlike in the case of message transmission time
tt , which can be estimated independently of the distance between the nodes, the expected message propagation time tp
cannot be estimated without knowing the distance between
the nodes. The reason for this is simple: the processing delays in the radios can make tt at least an order of magnitude
larger than the propagation time. The distance between the
nodes dAB , which is directly proportional to the propagation
time (dAB = v · t′p , where v is the speed of light), therefore,
for most considered distances (e.g., ≤ 100m) does not matter in the measurement of tt and t′t . However, dAB is crucial
in the verification of the tight temporal integrity since it directly determines the value of t′p .
This is why the LMTI protocol in Figure 7 cannot be used
to verify the tight temporal integrity of the messages unless
the distance between the communicating parties is known.
However, in most scenarios, the tight temporal integrity of
the messages is verified in order to secure ranging and localization, where the goal of the application is to measure
the distance between the nodes or their locations. The LMTI
protocol therefore cannot be used in such applications.
In the remainder of this paper, we propose a protocol to
verify the tight temporal integrity for messages between parties that do not know their mutual distance.

5.5 Security Analysis
We will now show that the proposed MTIP enables the
verification of the tight message temporal integrity (upper
and lower). In this analysis, we will use the attacker model
defined in Section 2.2, and discuss lower and upper bound
temporal integrity separately.

5.5.1 Upper Bound Message Temporal Integrity
Upper bound message temporal integrity guarantees that
the messages have not been advanced on the communication channel. In order to advance a message, the attacker
M needs to know its content before it will be sent, which
would enable her to send it earlier. In the context of our protocol, this means that the attacker needs to guess either the
nonce NA that A will send, and/or the MACk (m, NA ) that
B transmits to A (we assume that the message m is known
to the attacker). Only then, the attacker would be able to violate the upper-bound MTI of the message m; however, if the
nonce and the MAC are sufficiently long, the attacker can
guess their content only with negligible probability. Given
that the message from B to A is authenticated, this assures
A that the message was indeed sent by B, and because A

5.4 MTI Protocol Description
In this section, we propose our message temporal integrity
protocol (MTIP). Using this protocol, the communicating
parties can verify that all correctly received messages were
neither advanced nor delayed by the attacker. We first present
our protocol; we then analyze its security in detail.
The goal of our message temporal integrity protocol (MTIP)
9
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trusts B, it trusts that the message was sent at the expected
time.

The problem of message temporal integrity is closely related to the problem of (secure) time synchronization, which
has been studied in detail in the context of wireless networks [10, 9, 38, 19, 20, 26, 31, 34].
Related research has also been done in the context of protocols that upper bound the message round-trip time in ranging applications. Upper bounding of the round-trip time also
gives an upper bound on the distance between the nodes
— this family of protocols are therefore known as distance
bounding protocols [6, 7, 11, 22, 32, 36, 25, 21, 40]. However, these protocols allow only to verify an upper bound to
an untrusted prover, but do not address distance enlargement
attacks. Distance bounding protocols represent a subset of
secure localization protocols [43, 28, 30, 14, 27, 18, 37].
Distance bounding protocols are attractive because they do
not need dedicated positioning hardware but instead rely on
nano-second precision of the radio to localize.
To ensure message temporal integrity with nano-second
granularity in this work, we make use of the properties of
on-off keying. On-off keying was first put in the context of
secure communication in [39] where it was used for broadcast authentication. In this work, we make use of on-off
keying to achieve temporal integrity by making sure that an
external attacker cannot erase legitimate transmissions from
the channel and therefore is unable to violate the temporal
integrity of the transmitted messages.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no solutions in the
open literature that propose a ranging protocol that enables
the detection of message delay (and thus also distance enlargement) attacks. One solution that detects range enlargement attacks was proposed in [41] in the context of secure
localization; however, that solution assumes that the location
of a device (and thus the distances to the device) are verified
by an infrastructure of at least three verifiers.

5.5.2 Lower Bound Message Temporal Integrity
We already argued about the protection against message
delay in the case of unpredictable messages in Section 4.
Messages with predictable content are assumed to be easily delayable by the attacker in our attacker model. Unfortunately, even the prepending of predictable data to unpredictable data can weaken the security against delay attacks.
Consider the following example: a nonce NA is appended to
a message m of content known to the attacker a priori, and
the message is longer than the nonce (i.e., |m| > |NA |). The
receiver, however, has no way to verify the integrity of m —
it could be any data. This could be the case, for example, in
a monitoring sensor network, in which a special sensor reading is caused inevitably by the attacker, who then wants to
delay the reporting of this message. To delay the reporting
message, the attacker can delete the message from the channel, let the nonce pass unchanged and then transmit any data
she wants followed by a replay of the nonce. In that case
the message will appear in the following sequence to the receiver: a||b||NA where a is the unchanged original nonce,
b is the data the attacker inserted and NA is the replayed
nonce. Unless the receiver can detect that the message has
changed, it will now believe that the temporal integrity of the
message was not violated since the nonce is correct, when in
fact the attacker delayed the transmission by up to the length
of the original message |m|. This attack can be prevented in
two ways: one is by transmitting the nonce before the message. In this case, the message data integrity is still not preserved, but its temporal integrity is. The second possibility is
to authenticate the message using a message authentication
code. We chose to use the latter case in our MTIP, and will
analyze it now in more detail.
To prevent the above mentioned attack, we protect the
message integrity by appending a MAC. This MAC is computed by using the key k, shared between A and B, and cannot be created for arbitrary messages by the attacker. Therefore, the data content of the shifted message must have the
same data content of the original message, so that the attacker can re-use the original MAC. The attacker can still
easily erase the data part m from the channel, but hiding the
original MAC in the data section would require the computation of a new MAC for the changed data section – which is
considered infeasible (as it requires guessing the MAC with
a chance of 2−|MAC| ). The other alternative is the attempt
to change the MAC into the corresponding bits of data. But
as the attacker does not know the MAC in advance, she essentially has to guess it in order to flip the right bits, with the
same chances of success as before. We therefore conclude
that the attackers chances are 2−|MAC| to delay or erase the
original message if a MAC is used, even if the content of m
is known to the attacker in advance.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed the problem of message advancement and delay attacks on wireless communication channels. Starting with well-known secure ranging protocols, we
showed how to achieve protection not only against message
advancement attacks but also against message delay attacks.
The resulting new secure ranging protocol enables not only
secure computation of an upper bound on the distance between two trusted parties but also the secure computation of
the actual distance between the devices.
We further introduced notions of Loose and Tight Message Temporal Integrity, new message properties that define message temporal manipulations. We proposed and analyzed protocols that achieve message temporal integrity.
Our proposed UWB modulation scheme is well suited for
implementation on existing and upcoming Ultra-Wide-Band
communication platforms; this constitutes a part of our future work.
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